Oracle Database 23ai

Oracle Database 23ai is now generally available.

Read the press release [here](#) and the Oracle Database 23ai blog [here](#).

Click [Replay](#) and listen to [Gerald Venzl](#) talking about how our latest database release makes data-driven application development faster, better, and easier.
Want to know more about Oracle Database 23ai?

Check out the latest stories!

**More on 23ai**

Bookmark this blog for the latest resources on 23ai.

**AI Vector Search**

Know all about AI Vector search feature of 23ai

---

**More New 23ai Stories!**

**enum Domains**

Oracle SQL with enumeration domains
23ai Vectors
Real-time heterogeneous replication

Streams Pool
Manage the Streams Pool

Oracle DatabaseWorld: AI Edition concluded in May.
ICYMI, track all sessions on demand!
Watch Oracle EVP Juan Loaiza's keynote on Data for AI, and several other on-demand sessions on Oracle Database 23ai.
Learn More!
Free Certification for Oracle Generative AI

No matter where you are in your AI journey, Oracle can help. Become an OCI Generative AI Professional!

Offer valid now through July 31, 2024!

Sign Up, Start Learning and Get Certified Today!

Enroll and Get Certified!

From the Desk of the Editor

Here is the May edition of the App Dev newsletter, that highlights the latest stories, with focus on Oracle Database 23ai, to keep you
We love to have your feedback and what else you want to be included in this newsletter. You can always email us with feedback, suggestions, comments, and corrections at: suresh.r.rajan@oracle.com and priya.p.sharma@oracle.com.

Oracle Database 23ai Developer Blogs

JSON

JSON-Relational Duality Views

PDBs in 23ai

Hybrid Read-Only Mode for PDBs

Auditing

Auditing enhancements in 23ai
Top Stories from the Community!

**ODP.NET 23ai**
Know more about ODP.NET 23ai release

**IF [NOT] EXISTS**
Use IF [NOT] EXISTS in DDL Statements

**Vector Search**
AI Vector Search for Java

**Developer Quiz**
**Question**
Which of these are histograms, the optimizer can create in Oracle Database?
1. Frequency
2. Normal-distribution
3. Height-balanced
4. Hybrid
5. Top-frequency

Masterclass: Oracle Database 23ai - JSON/Relational Duality

Join this Masterclass to learn more about JSON Relational Duality, which is a transformative data modeling capability in Oracle Database 23ai.

The webinar is scheduled for June 12, 2024.

Register Today!

Oracle APEX News!

Read the latest from Oracle APEX.
APEX Conference 2024 - North America

The Largest North America APEX Conference is taking place on July 14 - 18, 2024!

From the APEX Sunday Symposium through to Thursday's HOLs, your entire week could be devoted to the world's most popular low code platform. Prepare to be amazed at just what APEX can do for you!

Register Today!
What's New in APEX 23.2?
Stay up-to-date on the latest APEX features with this new learning path in which you will get an overview of the latest features in APEX 23.2, with videos that explain the features and a demo to help you understand the use cases.

Enroll Now!

Have you enrolled in the Oracle APEX Developer Professional learning path yet?

Oracle APEX Trainings!
Dive deeper into the exciting world of low-code application development with Oracle APEX. Learn complete application development in detail, specially designed and developed by the Oracle APEX product team. Along with learning the concepts in theory, indulge in practical learning with the Hands-on-Labs.

Enroll Now!

Upcoming Events!
Here are the upcoming events and conferences you might be interested in joining.
Ascend 2024
Elevate your Oracle Experience
June 17-20, 2024 Las Vegas
Register Today!

KCDC 2024
Kansas City Developer Conference,
June 26 - 28
Get your Tickets Today!

Oracle Database 23ai Day
Learn to build AI-driven apps to improve customer experiences, see AI Vector Search in action, learn how to improve application performance using Oracle True Cache and much more.

Attend the conference on June 18, 2024, at Oracle Parkway Plaza, Redwood City, CA.
Register Now!
Ask Tom Events!

- [Spatial in Oracle Database 23ai](#), May 28th
- [Oracle Database 23ai](#), June 5th
- [JSON in Oracle Database](#), June 11th
- [Oracle Database 23ai - Exploring True Cache](#), June 12th
- [Write Great SQL](#), June 18th
- [APEX Office Hours](#), June 20th

Learn more... for free!

Build Expertise with hundreds of Oracle workshops on a variety of Oracle products, 24x7 for free, on [Oracle LiveLabs](#).

Learn, Write, and Share SQL at Oracle’s interactive [Live SQL](#) site, built with Oracle APEX running on Oracle Database.

Build Muscles at [Oracle Dev Gym](#) by taking workouts, quizzes and even entire classes on SQL, PL/SQL, database design, logic and more.

[SQLiz](#), have fun and solve SQL quizzes.

Useful links to keep your skills sharp!

**Blogs:** [Oracle Developers](#) | [Oracle Database Insider](#) | [Oracle Cloud Infrastructure](#) | [Oracle APEX](#)

**Videos:** [Oracle Developers YouTube Channel](#) | [Oracle’s Database Product Management YouTube channel](#)

**Websites:** [Oracle Database](#) | [Oracle Autonomous Database](#) | [Oracle Developer Resource Center](#)
Subscribe/Unsubscribe to the App Dev Newsletter

Click below to subscribe or unsubscribe to the App Dev Newsletter:

Subscribe
Unsubscribe

Quiz answers: 1, 3, 4, and 5

Stay Connected